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IT'S A PLEASURE TO BE HERE AGAIN TO REPRESENT THE U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE AT THIS INTERAGENCY INSTITUTE. I MUST CONFESS THAT ONE OF THE NICEST ASPECTS OF MY JOB AS SURGEON GENERAL HAS BEEN TO GET TO KNOW THE HEALTH AND MEDICAL EXECUTIVES ELSEWHERE IN GOVERNMENT AND TO WORK CLOSELY WITH THEM AND THEIR STAFFS. THEY ARE AN EXTRAORDINARY COMMUNITY OF DEDICATED PUBLIC SERVANTS. IT'S BEEN A SOURCE OF GREAT DELIGHT TO MEET THEM AND KNOW THEM AND SOURCE OF PRIDE TO SERVE ALONGSIDE THEM.

THIS MORNING, DURING MY FEW MINUTES AT THE MICROPHONE, I WANT TO GIVE YOU AN IDEA OF THE MISSION OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE AND A SENSE OF THE WAY IT IS ORGANIZED TO CARRY OUT THAT MISSION. I WANT TO TALK A BIT ABOUT HOW WE FUNCTION TODAY, HOW WE DID SOME THINGS IN PRIOR DAYS, AND FINALLY, I'LL MAKE A FEW EDUCATED GUESSES AS TO HOW THE P.H.S. MIGHT LOOK AND FUNCTION IN THE FUTURE.

I KNOW YOU'VE BEEN ABSORBING VAST AMOUNTS OF INFORMATION SINCE YOU'VE BEEN HERE, SO I WILL TRY TO BE BRIEF.
FIRST, YOU OUGHT TO KNOW THAT THE "PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE" IS NOT A SINGLE ORGANIZATION WITH BUREAUS, DIVISIONS, AND BRANCHES. IT MIGHT BETTER BE THOUGHT OF AS A "FEDERATION" OF FIVE INDIVIDUAL AGENCIES, EACH WITH ITS OWN SPECIAL SPHERE OF EXPERTISE, ITS OWN CONSTITUENCIES, AND ITS OWN UNIQUE RECORD OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH OF THIS COUNTRY.

THERE IS ALSO AN OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HEALTH. THAT POSITION IS NOW HELD BY DR. EDWARD N. BRANDT, JR. THIS PERSON IS THE CHIEF HEALTH ADVISOR TO THE SECRETARY OF OUR DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES AND, IN OUR CABINET SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT, HE IS THE COUNTRY'S HIGHEST RANKING HEALTH OFFICER.

THE P.H.S. IS A NON-COMBATANT UNIFORMED SERVICE WITH A PROUD TRADITION THAT REACHES BACK TO 1798 AND THE VERY BEGINNINGS OF MILITARY MEDICINE IN THE UNITED STATES. OUR MEN AND WOMEN HAVE BEEN ON ACTIVE DUTY IN ALL THE FAMILIAR "HOT SPOTS" AROUND THE WORLD, SERVING SIDE BY SIDE WITH OUR COLLEAGUES FROM ALL FOUR SISTER SERVICES. WE'VE BEEN IN SOUTHEAST ASIA...THE MIDDLE EAST...CENTRAL AMERICA...AFRICA...WHEREVER AMERICAN INTERESTS HAVE REQUIRED THE PRESENCE OF THE AMERICAN UNIFORM, YOU WILL FIND CAREER, UNIFORMED PUBLIC HEALTH PERSONNEL "PULLING DUTY."

WE ALSO SERVE IN MANY PLACES WHERE OUR RECORD IN PUBLIC HEALTH IS RESPECTED AND REQUESTED FOR SOMETIMES VERY COMPLICATED REASONS. FOR EXAMPLE, A TEAM OF THREE P.H.S. EPIDEMIOLOGISTS WENT TO THE WEST BANK OF THE JORDAN, AT THE REQUEST OF THE STATE OF ISRAEL, TO DISCOVER THE CAUSE OF A MYSTERIOUS EPIDEMIC THAT HAD HOSPITALIZED LARGE NUMBERS OF YOUNG WOMEN FROM THE AREA'S ARAB COMMUNITIES. OUR TEAM PRESENTED TO THE AUTHORITIES ITS CONCLUSION THAT THE EPIDEMIC WAS A MASS PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENON, A RARE BUT NOT UNKNOWN EVENT IN MEDICINE. YOU MAY REMEMBER READING ABOUT THAT IN THE NEWSPAPERS.
I SHOULD ADD THAT WHEN THIS REPORT WAS TAKEN TO THE WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY IN GENEVA, IT WAS GREETED WITH MUCH HOT POLITICAL RHETORIC FROM MANY THIRD WORLD DELEGATES. HOWEVER, OUR PEOPLE HAD DONE THEIR USUAL SOLID JOB OF SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY AND THEIR RESULTS COULD NOT BE EASILY SMOTHERED, EVEN BY THE HEAVILY ACRIMONIOUS AIR OF GENEVA.


P.H.S. PERSONNEL HAVE ALSO BEEN STATIONED AT POINTS OF EMBARKATION IN SOUTHEAST ASIA. I TRULY BELIEVE THAT THEIR PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE HAS BEEN AMERICA'S BEST DEFENSE AGAINST THE IMPORTATION OF NEW AND HIGHLY CONTAGIOUS DISEASES, DURING THIS PERIOD WHEN OUR COUNTRY HAS BEEN CARRYING OUT A HUMANITARIAN PROGRAM OF ACCEPTING REFUGEE "BOAT PEOPLE" FROM THAT PART OF THE WORLD. P.H.S. PERSONNEL HAVE ALSO BEEN CARING FOR THE HEALTH NEEDS OF CUBAN AND HAITIAN REFUGEES WHEN THEY FIRST ARRIVE ON OUR SHORES.
THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE IS UNIQUELY QUALIFIED TO DO THIS KIND OF WORK FOR TWO REASONS: ITS HISTORY OF PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL EXCELLENCE AND ITS RECORD AS A CARING AND COMPASSIONATE ORGANIZATION RIGHT HERE AT HOME.

THE P.H.S. HAS BEEN AT THE HEART OF OUR NATIONAL COMMITMENT TO PROVIDE QUALITY HEALTH CARE TO THE POOR AND THE DISADVANTAGED CITIZENS OF OUR COUNTRY. OUR COMMISSIONED MEDICAL OFFICERS HAVE BEEN FOUND IN THE COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS OF OUR INNER CITY AND RURAL GHETTOS, IN MIGRANT LABOR CAMPS, IN COAL MINING COUNTRY, AND ON THE SEACOASTS AND WATERWAYS OF AMERICA.


INCIDENTALLY, I'M PLEASED TO REPORT THAT OUR LATEST PROVISIONAL INFANT MORTALITY RATE FOR THE NATION AS A WHOLE FOR THE 12 MONTHS ENDING IN MAY 83 IS NOW DOWN TO 11.0.
OF COURSE, NO SINGLE GROUP CAN CLAIM ALL THE CREDIT FOR SUCH A DRAMATIC TURN OF EVENTS. NEVERTHELESS, THE DEDICATED HARD WORK OF THE COMMISSIONED CORPS OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE WAS CRUCIAL TO THAT ACHIEVEMENT IN INDIAN HEALTH.

AND I WOULD BE REMISS IF I DID NOT MENTION THE TOP PRIORITY CHALLENGE FACING THE U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE TODAY: SOLVING THE MYSTERY OF ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME, OR "AIDS."

SINCE JUNE OF 1981, WHEN WE BEGAN TO TRACK THE APPEARANCE OF "AIDS" IN THE U.S., THE P.H.S. HAS RECEIVED REPORTS OF MORE THAN 2,200 CASES. OF THAT NUMBER, THERE HAVE ALREADY BEEN 900 DEATHS. THERE IS NO KNOWN CURE FOR "AIDS." THE EVIDENCE SO FAR SUGGESTS THAT A VICTIM HAS PERHAPS TWO OR THREE YEARS OF LIFE LEFT, ONCE HE HAS THE DISEASE. AND I SAY "HE" BECAUSE THREE OF EVERY FOUR CASES OF "AIDS" OCCUR IN HOMOSEXUAL OR BISEXUAL MEN.

"AIDS" IS JUST ABOUT THE TOUGHEST MEDICAL MYSTERY TO HAVE BEEN HANDED TO THE P.H.S. TO SOLVE, AND THAT INCLUDES LEGIONNAIRE'S DISEASE, TOXIC SHOCK SYNDROME, AND THE TYLENOL TAMPERING SCARE.
All this information may be very interesting, but just who in the Public Health Service does what -- and how? I can best answer those questions by quickly running through our organization. First, let me start with the 5 P.H.S. agencies.

I'll begin with "A," the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration. I think the title says it all. This agency has three national institutes -- of mental health, of drug abuse, and of alcoholism and alcohol abuse. They carry out research and public education programs and, until recently, they also supported a wide range of service delivery programs at the local level...800 mental health centers...300 state and local drug abuse programs...and about 1,000 local alcoholism projects. More about those projects later.

The fiscal 1983 appropriation for A.D.A.M.H.A. is $420 million dollars.

Next, are the Centers for Disease Control, or C.D.C. The centers are headquartered in Atlanta and, as the name implies, they're concerned primarily with controlling or preventing communicable and vector-borne diseases. C.D.C.'s Mortality and Morbidity Weekly Report is regarded as the best barometer we have of infectious disease activity in this country.

C.D.C. PERSONNEL ARE ON T.D.Y. WITH STATE HEALTH AGENCIES AND ARE USUALLY THE ONES OVERSEAS WHO SCREEN REFUGEES HEADING THIS WAY. YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED TO KNOW THAT THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE IS INVOLVED IN HEALTH-RELATED TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AGREEMENTS WITH 38 OTHER NATIONS. INTERNATIONAL HEALTH HAPPENS TO BE ONE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL'S RESPONSIBILITIES, BUT WE USUALLY TURN TO THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL FOR THE PERSONNEL WHO DO THE ACTUAL WORK IN THE HOST COUNTRIES.

THE C.D.C. BUDGET FOR FISCAL '83 IS $248 MILLION.

THE F.D.A.'S BUDGET FOR FISCAL '83 IS $367 MILLION. THAT'S REALLY NOT MUCH MONEY, CONSIDERING THAT THE MISSION OF THE F.D.A., WHICH IS TO REGULATE ABOUT $465 BILLION WORTH OF AMERICAN COMMERCE, MORE THAN 100 TIMES THE F.D.A.'S BUDGET.

THE HEALTH RESOURCES AND SERVICES ADMINISTRATION IS CONCERNED WITH A VARIETY OF PROGRAMS. LET ME GO THROUGH THEM QUICKLY WITH YOU.

* FIRST, IN SHEER SIZE AND IMPACT, IS THE MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PROGRAM -- RUNNING AT A LEVEL OF $373 MILLION THIS FISCAL YEAR.
* NEXT WOULD BE THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF HEALTH PROFESSIONALS: PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS, NURSES, THERAPISTS, TECHNICIANS, AND MANY OTHERS. THE MAJOR COMPONENT OF THIS PROGRAM, THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS, ASSIGN 2,500 HEALTH PERSONNEL -- PHYSICIANS, NURSES, AND DENTISTS FRESH OUT OF GRADUATE SCHOOL -- TO DELIVER MEDICAL CARE IN UNDERSERVED AREAS. THIS IS HOW MANY YOUNG HEALTH PROFESSIONALS REPAY THE GOVERNMENT FOR THEIR STUDENT LOANS.

* A THIRD PROGRAM HAS BEEN THE BUILDING AND MAINTAINING OF AMERICA'S HOSPITALS. THIS IS KNOWN AS THE HILL-BURTON PROGRAM, NAMED FOR ITS CONGRESSIONAL SPONSORS BACK IN 1946. IT WAS A VITAL PROGRAM, SINCE WE HAD DONE VERY LITTLE ABOUT HOSPITALS ON THE HOME FRONT DURING WORLD WAR II, AND A GREAT MANY NEW THINGS HAD HAPPENED IN MEDICINE AS A RESULT OF THINGS WE LEARNED AS PART OF OUR WAR EFFORT. IT HAS BEEN A VERY SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM -- SO MUCH SO THAT WE APPARENTLY NOW HAVE ABOUT 100,000 SURPLUS HOSPITAL BEDS, A VERY COSTLY BUSINESS FOR THE NATION.

THE HEALTH RESOURCES AND SERVICES ADMINISTRATION IS THE P.H.S. AGENCY THAT HAS ACTUALLY DELIVERED -- DIRECTLY OR THROUGH THIRD PARTIES -- A VARIETY OF HEALTH SERVICES TO CERTAIN SPECIAL POPULATIONS: AMERICAN INDIANS AND ALASKAN NATIVES, MIGRANT WORKERS, FEDERAL EMPLOYEES, COAL MINERS, AND PEOPLE LIVING IN MEDICALLY UNDERSERVED OR UNSERVED AREAS.
UNTIL RECENTLY MERCHANT SEAMEN, BARGEMEN, CANALLERS, RIVERBOATERS, AND FEDERAL RETIREES WERE ALSO INCLUDED; THEY RECEIVED THEIR CARE THROUGH EIGHT PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE HOSPITALS AND 27 CLINICS -- ALL THAT REMAINED OF THE ONCE EXTENSIVE NETWORK OF "MARINE HOSPITALS" BEGUN BY PRESIDENT JOHN ADAMS IN 1798. THE ONLY HOSPITALS THE P.H.S. STILL RUNS ARE THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR HANSEN'S DISEASE -- A WORLD FAMOUS LEPROSARIUM -- IN CARVILLE, LOUISIANA, ST. ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL FOR THE MENTALLY ILL ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF WASHINGTON, D.C., AND, AS I MENTIONED A MOMENT AGO, THE INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE SYSTEM OF 48 HOSPITALS AND 120 CLINICS.

THE HEALTH RESOURCES AND SERVICES ADMINISTRATION HAS A FISCAL '83 APPROPRIATION OF $1.2 BILLION.

THE AGENCY WITH THE LARGEST APPROPRIATION IS THE NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH. ITS BUDGET FOR FISCAL 1983 IS $4 BILLION.

THE 11 INSTITUTES THAT ARE THE N.I.H. SUPPORT ABOUT 16,000 EXTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECTS AT ANY ONE TIME. N.I.H. ALSO CARRIES OUT SOME 2,000 INTRAMURAL PROJECTS EACH YEAR. SINCE 1937, WHEN THE NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE WAS ESTABLISHED, THE N.I.H. HAS SUPPORTED THE WORK OF MORE THAN 60 NOBEL LAUREATES IN MEDICINE, PHYSICS, AND CHEMISTRY, OR ABOUT 1 OUT OF EVERY 6 WINNERS IN THOSE PRIZE CATEGORIES.
THAT, BRIEFLY, IS A "SNAPSHOT," SO TO SPEAK, OF THE 5 P.H.S. AGENCIES.

THE FINAL MAJOR ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT WITHIN P.H.S. IS THE OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HEALTH. WITHIN THIS OFFICE ARE SUCH ACTIVITIES AS DISEASE PREVENTION AND HEALTH PROMOTION, ANTI-SMOKING, SUPPORT FOR H.M.O.'s, ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY PROGRAMS, PHYSICAL FITNESS AND SPORTS MEDICINE, AND STAFF ACTIVITIES SUCH AS PERSONNEL, PLANNING AND EVALUATION, MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET, PERSONNEL, AND SO ON.

THE O.A.S.H. BUDGET THIS YEAR IS $1.5 BILLION. BUT OVER 80 PERCENT OF THAT IS EARMARKED FOR THE FUNDING OF FOUR BLOCK GRANTS. AND THAT LEADS ME TO SOME COMMENTS ABOUT THE CHANGES THAT HAVE TAKEN PLACE AND PROBABLY WILL CONTINUE TO PLACE IN THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

THE ADMINISTRATION SAID THAT IT WAS TIME FOR THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO GET OUT OF THE BUSINESS OF DELIVERING HEALTH SERVICES, EITHER DIRECTLY OR BY PROXY THROUGH GRANTEES AND CONTRACTORS. IT HAD BECOME TOO COSTLY, TOO UNWIELDY, AND NOT AS EFFECTIVE AS ADVERTISED. HANDING OVER THOSE FEDERAL PROGRAMS TO STATE AND TERRITORIAL HEALTH AUTHORITIES SEEMED TO BE PREFERABLE. BUNDLING THEM INTO BLOCKS, WITH AS FEW STRINGS AS POSSIBLE, WAS TO BE THE METHOD.


A FOURTH “PRIMARY CARE” BLOCK GRANT IS PRINCIPALLY CONCERNED WITH COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS. AS THE LAW NOW READS, THE P.H.S. STILL DIRECTLY FUNDS MOST OF THE 530 OR SO COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS AROUND THE COUNTRY, BUT EACH STATE HAS THE OPTION TO TAKE OVER THE CENTERS IN WITHIN ITS OWN BORDERS. SO FAR, ALL BUT WEST VIRGINIA AND THE VIRGIN ISLANDS HAVE DECLINED THE OFFER.
HOWEVER, THE PRESIDENT STILL HOPES THAT CONGRESS WILL NOT LEAVE THIS AS A STATE OPTION BUT WILL REVISE THE LAW TO GIVE CONTROL OF THESE IMPORTANT PROJECTS TO THE STATES AND LOCALITIES WHERE THE PEOPLE ARE ACTUALLY SERVED.

THE RESULT OF THE BLOCK GRANT APPROACH IS A NEW DIVISION OF LABOR WITHIN P.H.S. ONE TASK IS SIMPLY TO ADMINISTER THE FISCAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE BLOCKS. THAT CAN BE DONE WITH A RELATIVELY SMALL STAFF AT THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY'S LEVEL. THE OTHER TASK IS TO PROVIDE THE STATES WITH ANY TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE THEY MIGHT NEED OR IN OTHER WAYS BE HELPFUL TO STATE PROGRAM PEOPLE AT THEIR REQUEST. THIS ALSO REQUIRE FEWER FEDERAL PERSONNEL IN SMALLER P.H.S. AGENCIES.

THE PRESIDENT HOPES THAT THE BLOCK GRANT APPROACH, IN ADDITION TO BREATHING NEW LIFE INTO AMERICAN FEDERALISM, WILL ALSO TEND TO REDUCE THE GROWTH RATE OF FEDERAL HEALTH FUNDING, WHICH HAS GROWN 14-FOLD IN THE PAST 15 YEARS. HEALTH HAS BEEN THE FASTEST GROWING LINE ITEM IN THE FEDERAL BUDGET. WHEN THE PRESIDENT LOOKS FOR "TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY" FOR COOLING DOWN THE FEDERAL BUDGET, WHAT BETTER PLACE COULD HE CHOOSE TO START THAN THE NATION'S HEALTH BUDGET?
BUT EVEN THAT IS AN OVERSIMPLIFICATION. SOME HEALTH AGENCIES MAY GET REDUCED FUNDING, BUT SOME HEALTH FUNCTIONS WILL REQUIRE -- AND WILL RECEIVE -- MORE MONEY. THIS IS CLEARLY THE CASE IN RESEARCH.

ONLY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CAN ASSEMBLE THE EXTRAORDINARY RESOURCES OF PERSONNEL, MONEY, FACILITIES, AND TIME TO...

UNLOCK THE GENETIC CODE...

IDENTIFY THE FUNDAMENTAL MECHANISMS OF HUMAN IMMUNOLOGY...

DEVELOP MONOCLONAL HYBRIDOMA TECHNOLOGY...

AND, OF COURSE, KEEP UP THE BATTLE TO CONQUER THE MAJOR KILLERS IN SOCIETY: HEART DISEASE, CANCER, AND STROKE.

THE N.I.H. RESEARCH BUDGET FOR FISCAL 1983 IS $3.7 BILLION OR $337 MILLION HIGHER THAN LAST YEAR'S BUDGET. THE SAME IS TRUE FOR A.D.A.M.H.A. WHILE THAT AGENCY HAS ACTUALLY HAD A DROP IN ITS OVERALL TOTAL, A.D.A.M.H.A. HAS NEVERTHELESS HAD A NET INCREASE OF $27.3 MILLION THIS YEAR TO SUPPORT BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH. SO, IN BOTH ABSOLUTE AND IN RELATIVE TERMS, THE RESEARCH ACTIVITY WILL CONTINUE TO BECOME CENTRAL TO THE LIFE OF THE P.H.S. IN THE FUTURE.
IN WHAT OTHER WAYS WILL THE P.H.S. CHANGE? I THINK WE WILL BE RETURNING TO WHAT HAD ONCE BEEN OUR TRADITIONAL ROLE OF PARTNER...OF EQUAL AMONG EQUALS...WITH COLLEAGUES IN HEALTH AND MEDICAL CARE AT OTHER LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT AND IN PRIVATE NON-PROFIT AND FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS.

WITH A REDUCED FEDERAL PRESENCE, WE BELIEVE THAT MORE INITIATIVES FOR IMPROVED HEALTH AND MEDICAL CARE WILL ORIGINATE ELSEWHERE, OUTSIDE WASHINGTON. THE OPPORTUNITIES WILL CERTAINLY STILL BE THERE. THE FEDERAL CONTRIBUTION WILL TEND TO BE MORE SUBSTANTIVE -- AGAIN, REFLECTING ITS RESEARCH STRENGTHS -- OR FACILITATIVE AS, FOR EXAMPLE, THE NEGOTIATOR AMONG COMPETING HEALTH INTERESTS, AND PURPOSIVE, IN THE WAY IT PERFORMS AS STEWARD OF THE NATIONAL HEALTH AGENDA.

THERE HAS ALSO BEEN ANOTHER CHANGE. THE GREAT FEDERAL HEALTH STRUCTURE WAS BUILT TO DELIVER HEALTH SERVICES. IT WAS PREDICATED ON THE TRADITIONAL PRACTICE OF MEDICINE AND THAT WAS ESSENTIALLY CURATIVE AND REPARATIVE MEDICINE. IT WAS ALSO LARGELY POST-FACTO MEDICINE: THAT IS, WE TREATED PEOPLE AFTER A DISEASE ARRIVED OR A DISABLING EVENT OCCURRED.
But one of the things we've learned from research and experience is that the most effective tool we have to improve health status is prevention, combined with health promotion. There would never have been enough money in the world to care for all the children and adults struck down by polio, diphtheria, measles, and typhus. Therefore, we had to come up with new vaccines and a program of mass immunization. Similarly, there's not enough money in the world to take care of all current and future heart disease, cancer, and stroke victims. Therefore, there we must convince people to quit smoking.

The logic of this is so overwhelming that the prevention of disease and disability and the promotion of good health and well-being are now the keystones of national health policy.

One of the most exciting developments in the years ahead, therefore, will be the maturing of this concept as the foundation of American public health policy and practice. Enriching this process will be an important function of the federal health enterprise, whether by its research or its public education programs.
I HOPE THIS BRIEF OVERVIEW HAS HELPED YOU GET SOME PERSPECTIVE ON WHERE THE U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE IS AND WHERE IT SEEMS TO BE HEADING. WE'VE COME A VERY LONG WAY OVER THE PAST 185 YEARS. WE BELIEVE WE'LL ENJOY A JOURNEY EVERY BIT AS EXCITING DURING THE NEXT 185.

THANK YOU.
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